
 

1982	Cheyenne	III		
REGISTRATION NUMBER: N82PG 
SERIAL NUMBER: 550-0436 
AIRFRAME 
•5705 Airframe Total Time •Complete Logs   •No Damage History    
ENGINES   
PRATT & WHITTNEY PT-6A -41   •3000/M.O.R.E TBO 
•Lt. Engine PCE-85240: 2532 SMOH by Standard Aero Ltd. 
•Rt. Engine PCE-85249: 3382 SMOH by Standard Aero Ltd.  0/SHOT 
PROPS 
•Left Prop: (Q-Tip) Overhauled in April 2009 
•Right Prop: (Q-Tip) Overhauled in April 2011 
AVIONICS 
•Garmin GNS 530 WAAS/TAWS   •Aeronetics 3137 RMI 
•KTR-905 Comm (Digital)                   •Encoding Altimeter 
•KNR-630 Nav (Digital)    •RDR-1100 Color Radar (displayed on the Avidyne) 
•Avidyne EX 500 MFD w/ XM Weather  •KFC-300 Autopilot 
•KDF-806     •Altitude Preselect 
•Dual KXP-756 Transponders   •Dual KCS-305 Compass System 
•KRA-405 Radar Altimeter                  •Flite Fone III 
•BF Goodrich Skywatch 
ACCESSORIES/OPTIONS/FEATURES 
•Recognition Lights  •Engine Fire Detection  •Wing locks 
•Auto Feather   •IIIA Exhaust Stacks  •Ground Clearance 
•Cargo Door   •Dual Refreshment Center •Dual Avionics Master 
•4,192 lbs. Useful Load  •22 Cu. Feet o2   •Dual Ident 
•Flushing Potty   •Strobe Lights   •Dual PTT 
•Fuel Computer   •Prop Sync w/ Phaser  •Landing Lights on Yoke 
•Dual El. Trim   •Dual Chronometer 
 
EXTERIOR N82PG is painted in an overall Matterhorn white with 3 tone striping in hunter green, staple gold 

and deep maroon.  It was striped and painted in 2003 -and in May 2011 our professional 
refurbishment facility rejuvenated the paint and all it’s “like new” all of the fairings have been 
renewed along with all the paint! It is in excellent condition! Rated 9.25! 

INTERIOR *NEW & ABSOLUTELY STUNNING! The interior of N82PG has recently been revamped from crew 
to cabin! The crew seating features standard seating in thick, jet black leather with cushiony 
sheepskin. Behind the crew seating are several storage cabinets and a small left and right 
refreshment area. The cabin from forward to aft is set in club style seating showcasing beautiful 
camel and buff leather.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: Aircraft subject prior sale or removal from the market, buyer verify all & item to their satisfaction, said “as is, Where is” 


